
A Hero 

When people think hero 

Some think “Powerful and Strong.” 

And at times this is true 

But just as often it’s wrong. 
 

The hero in my life is fragile and small 

(Though she may argue) 5 foot 2 really isn’t that tall. 

She’s of quiet demeanor, she’s simple and sweet 

You wouldn’t know her a hero if you passed her by on the street. 
 

Something else you may miss that won’t outwardly show 

Like so many heroes, even those you may know… 

She carries a history of losses and hurts 

Mistakes and frustrations and hard lessons learnt. 
 

She’s fought many battles that were lengthy and hard 

And though some have ended, she’ll forever fight scars. 

She fought for her country, her family, her home 

Missing babies and comfort, in what we call Desert Storm. 
 

She fought for her family through marriages ended 

And continues for fight for a family extended. 

She fights for her mother who’s starting to slow 

And for all of her children even though most are grown. 
 

She fights in a way that may surprise some 

It doesn’t, now, require a bullet or gun. 

Her weapons: patience, hope, kindness and grace 

And not caring what place she takes in the race. 
 

 



It’s important to share because heroes are limited 

In America today they are all but eliminated! 

America has idols now that we want to “be” 

Selfishly requiring it to be about “me”. 

But a hero is different than an idol you know, 

She’s not a celebrity…doesn’t have her own show. 

She’s not acclaimed daily for these feats of “success” 

Which to some may be seen as just doing ones best. 
 

Still she's true to the little things day after day 

And kinder than most to those met on the way. 

She’s earned every line that worry has left her 

And the admiration of a family that, truly, respects her. 
 

See a hero’s a person of whatever persuasion 

Who despite harm to themselves accepts every occasion 

To care more for the life and the health of ANOTHER; 

Who’s willing to offer a hand to a brother. 

Who faithfully puts others ahead if they can 

And reminds those they meet, that GOD, has a plan. 

So, to my mother, my hero; who since I was small 

Worked hard to teach me that "LOVE conquers all" 

I say power and strength might be useful to some 

But I’d choose ANY day the love of my mom! 
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